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Digital Work Space, Not Workplace 
 

The COVID-19 pandemic has left an enduring impact on the workplace, forcing employers to 
navigate a maze of HR and operational issues amidst shifts to remote virtual or hybrid workplaces.  

For those employers who used the shift to empower their remote employees’ access to decision-
critical content usually stored in paper or in file cabinets - congratulations!  While you’re off to a 
good start, there is still much work to be done to fully empower your digital business model. 

Emails as a collaboration platform don’t have the necessary transparency or accountability for a 
collaborative process and they are typically serial in nature.  Such a process cannot sustainably 
and reliably work, even considering just a few people involved in email strings. True collaboration 
in the post-pandemic remote work environment that provides transparency and accountability 
can only be achieved by transitioning the old “workplace” model to that of a “digital work space” 
model, be it that space is in an office or remote environment. 

Productivity is another residual issue of the pandemic virtual workplace.  A recent study1 
published in The Economist indicates that although remote employees are working 18% longer 
hours, there are no commensurate productivity gains. In fact, as a product of the time worked 
increase, productivity actually fell by 20%.  

Transparency and accountability were significant operational concerns even before the remote 
model emerged.  Such KPI’s can only be evaluated if measurements are already in place, but 57% 
of companies have little or no existing performance or objective metrics in place for workers or 
management.  While there may be compensation-based objectives in place, many of those are 
loosely based on revenue or margin increases without regard to accountability.   

Digital work space processes are by their nature transparent and accountable, similar to the way 
that shop floor production processes have become.  In much the same way that widgets produced 
can be counted, so too can invoices processed, items returned or orders shipped.   

There are many tools available on the market to power the digital work space but many of those 
stop short of including the management of all content (paper, processes and data), analysis of 
metrics, or key performance indicators (KPI) as defined by workflows against objectives. Those 
platforms that do incorporate total digital work space functionality are the platforms that are 
highly desirable.  Such platforms allow the replacement of single-use or single function 
applications with platform-developed applications and workflows.  The new productivity 
objectives would reduce the IT sprawl and promote IT innovation instead of IT maintenance and 
support, which digital work space platforms do. Just as Ford Motor Company and others reduced 
their IT footprint, so too can any business using digital work space platforms. 

One example of a digital work space platform is ETCETERA®, by ScerIS.  All paper records like 
customer PO’s, bills of lading and vendor invoices, any desktop file from hundreds of applications 
like Word, Excel or Acrobat, reports from ERP or other primary systems and emails and 
attachments can be catalogued and stored for collaborative production, audit response or 
compliance requirements. 



 

 

To help companies negatively impacted by the pandemic create their own work space, ScerIS is 
providing in-kind grants of licensing for its enterprise digital work space platform, ETCETERA®.  The 
grants provide a hosted technology platform that can be used across the organization to provide 
remote access to critical, decision-related content from any place in the world.  Used extensively 
for process-related collaboration, work processes and business intelligence, it replaces serial 
emails that have no transparency or accountability as a collaboration tool. For further information 
on the grant program, please contact me at dfurbush@sceris.com or (978) 218-5072. 

Work processes like PTO requests, disbursements requiring approvals, signatures, authorizations 
or transaction backup can be easily transformed to a transparent digital work space with 
notifications and escalations part of the workflows to enforce accountability. 

Data collected as the product of any internal or external transaction (sales orders, cash receipts, 
purchase orders, vendor invoices) can be analyzed and visually depicted using business 
intelligence tools found on digital work space platforms. 

Imagine a world with a primary ERP system and a digital work space platform that delivers 
innovation, provides transparency and accountability to work processes and analyzes the results 
of that work in a dashboard visualization of your KPI.  Now that’s a recipe for productivity. 
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1“Work from home & productivity: evidence from personnel & analytics data on IT professionals”, 
by Michael Gibbs, Friederike Mengel and Christoph Siemroth of the Economist. 
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